Blackwood Catholic Parish – Glenalta Project; Take 2
Slowly the proposed development is taking shape.
Since our first report, the following tasks have
been either completed or are well underway.
The dirt and foliage around the garage has all
been removed. In removing the soil and foliage it
was discovered that the original excavation for
the garage had exposed the ground the retaining
wall between the garage and the church was built
on. In an attempt to avoid a possible collapse, a
solid form of support was decided. Leo Pisters
assisted here by creating a plinth that ensured the
foundation would not be under scored by erosion.
It was also decided that any attempt to repair the rusted sheets of the garage would be futile and an order has been
made to replace all three sides with new sheeting. The installation is still to be done.
In order to gain access to installing the plinth, a
section of cladding alongside the retaining wall
was removed to allow Leo and others to remove
soil and foliage and also install reinforcement
and formwork in preparation of poring the
concrete plinth.
The garden at the back of the garage was
removed and a new retaining wall using sheets
from the old carport was created. Plants were
removed and replanted. Due to tree roots being
close to the path surface in the created path, gravel has been placed for the path rather than paving.
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Murray Pest Control removed the White Ant Stations on the sides and front of The Cottage. This enabled the group
to commence excavating excess soil and preparing for drainage away from the building. The front steps and concrete
around the front of the Cottage were jack hammered and broken up before removal.

New drainage levels and storm water pipes and grates were installed and taken.
Herringbone pattern paving was chosen.
The image to the left shows the paths to
the letterbox and the one adjacent The
Cottage kitchen. The area where sand
and rubble can be seen, when completed,
will become part of the garden. Provision
is being made for an automatic watering
system that will be controlled from within
the garage. Piping with draw string is
currently being included under the pavers
before the edges are finalised.

Wherever possible, all paving is being laid as
ramps, rather than steps, as was the case
with the former concrete paths.
An additional downpipe connection has been
included for the North West corner of The
Cottage to shorten the existing long run
between the Front Office northern corner
and the rear Toilet downpipe. The downpipe
will be installed once the facia is repaired and
primed.
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Slate stone found onsite was collected. Using the stone, a dry stone retaining wall was built on the southern front
side of the Cottage. Roofing material from the demolished carport was used to erect a side fence behind the stone
wall. The materials once washed, was painted courtesy of a Parishioner.

The team from Work For The Dole (WFTD) has brought with them many talents.
Many of the young men have completed either a Certificate II or commenced a
Certificate III in their chosen engineering career path. The skills they have gained
from their previous studies have made our supervision and induction easier. The
use of tools we use, in many cases, have already been assessed as part of their
studies at Trade School. This, with Job Active approval, has allowed us to deem
the site as a Construction Site and brought us under the WH&S of the Catholic
Church Endowment Society of SA’s Parish Occupational Health and Safety Policies
and Procedures.
A visit from the Archdiocese Parish WH&S Officer gave us the approval to
continue in our planned activity.
Paving has taken the most time. Preparation was interrupted several times due to
the rather inclement weather. With the delivery of Quarry Rubble and paving
sand, the task of creating paths around The Cottage commenced. It was found
that while we were happy to lay paver seconds, the difference in shape from
paver to paver gave us a challenge that was not initially anticipated. The juggling
of space between pavers hence varies but overall the result of having a solid path
to walk on and drainage away from the building has been achieved.

To achieve the pattern we chose and the
curves in paths, two days of diamond
saw cutting were required.
At this stage, to complete the paving on
the northern side and across the front of
the of The Cottage, a final vibration of
seating the pavers and the installation of
a concrete edge is all that is needed to
complete this stage.

The Cottage courtyard will have the existing pavers lifted and relayed on the southern side of the building with new
pavers laid in their place. This will not be done until after the Christmas luncheon.
It is hoped that Murray Pest Control will soon replace the baits on the southern and front sections of The Cottage.
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Above, the Parish Building Maintenance Manager, Geoff Sugars, hard at work paving.

A look at the near completed front paving.
We are indebted to John Quirke and his family for the many tools that Blackwood Hire have so willingly made
available to us. This has not only enabled us to be flexible in what task we tackle based on the weather but also has
helped maintain the project at a healthy cost level.
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